
WHAT IS A DEHN FUNCTION?

TIMOTHY RILEY

1. The size of a jigsaw puzzle

1.1. Jigsaw puzzles reimagined.I will describe jigsaw puzzles that are
somewhat different to the familiar kind. A box, shown in Figure1, con-
tains an infinite supply of the three types of pieces picturedon its side: one
five–sided and two four–sided, their edges coloured green, blue and red and
directed by arrows. It also holds an infinite supply of red, green and blue
rods, again directed by arrows.
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Figure 1. A puzzle kit.

A good strategy for solving a standard jigsaw puzzle is first to assemble the
pieces that make up its boundary, and then fill the interior. In our jigsaw
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puzzles the boundary, a circle of coloured rods end–to–end on a table top,
is the starting point. A list, such as that in Figure2, of boundaries that will
make for good puzzles is supplied.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Figure 2. A list of puzzles accompanying the puzzle kit
shown in Figure1.

The aim of the puzzle is to fill the interior of the circle with the puzzle pieces
in such a way that the edges of the pieces match up in colour andin the di-
rection of the arrows. The way the pieces can be used differs significantly
from a standard jigsaw: our pieces can be flipped and can be stretched. Flip-
ping a piece reverses the sequence of coloured edges around its boundary;
stretching it does not disturb their order or directions.

Solutions to Puzzles 2, 3 and 4 from the above list are shown inFigure3.
The box in Figure1 displays a solution to Puzzle 7.

When solving a puzzle you are allowed to push together rods inthe bound-
ary circle as happens in our solutions to Puzzles 2 and 3. All that is required
for a valid solution is that the completed puzzle be flat on thetable top (that
is, beplanar), the colours and arrows should all match up, the boundary
should be the prescribed circuit of rods, and the interior should be entirely
filled with the supplied pieces.

Solutions are not unique in general — for example, Figure3 shows two so-
lutions to Puzzle 4. As will become apparent (in the light of Lemma2.16,
especially), there are circles of rods that give puzzles which have no solu-
tion; but, assuming the manufacturer has been diligent, allon the supplied
list should be solvable.

Exercise 1.1.Solve the remaining puzzles on the list in Figure2.
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2.

3. 4.

Figure 3. Solutions to three of the puzzles listed in Figure2.

(The flexibility of the pieces and their limitless number would surely pre-
vent these puzzle kits from ever being manufactured, but a computer imple-
mentation would seem in range of a skillful programmer.)

The puzzle kit of Figure1 is one of many possibilities. In general, a puzzle
kit will have a finite number of types of pieces, each in infinite supply. Each
piece will be a polygonal tile whose edges are coloured and are directed by
arrows. A polygonal tile is allowed to have any number of edges greater
than or equal to one. We accommodate the possibility of a tilehaving only
one or two edges by allowing the edges to curve: a one– or two–sided
tile could, for example, be circular with its perimeter divided into one or
two edges, respectively. The kit will also include an infinite supply of rods
which are also decorated by arrows and are given one of finitely many possi-
ble colours. The set of colours of the edges of the puzzle pieces will always
be a subset of the set of colours of the rods.

1.2. The sizes of puzzles.So what, then, is a Dehn function? When buying
a puzzle kit, you are likely to want to know how hard the puzzles it affords
can be. There are many ways of interpreting “hard” here, but,just as for
standard jigsaw puzzles, a reasonable first consideration is how many pieces
the puzzles require to complete. That is what a Dehn functionmeasures.
We look at all circles of at mostn rods (there are only finitely many since
the rods have only finitely many colours) which give puzzles that admit
solutions, and we ask for the minimum numberN such that all those puzzles
have solutions that use no more thanN pieces. TheDehn functionmaps
n 7→ N.
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In the next section we will see the inspiration for puzzles: they are visual
representations of calculations in groups. We will redefinethe Dehn func-
tion as a measure of the complexity of a group’sWord Problemand will
then reconcile that with the definition in terms of puzzles. In Section3 we
will see how Dehn functions relate tosoap–film geometry: they record the
areas of discs spanning loops in certain spaces associated to groups. Then
we will see in Section4 that Dehn functions arelarge–scale invariantsof
groups in that the Dehn functions of two groups which look similar on the
large–scale grow in the same way. Section5 is a brief survey of which func-
tions occur as Dehn functions; Section6 explores some exotic examples of
Dehn functions; and Section7 offers suggestions for further reading.

2. A complexity measure for theWord Problem

2.1. Words and presentations. A common way for a group to arise is via
apresentation. For example, if the group is the fundamental group of some
topological space such as a surface, a 3–manifold, a knot complement etc.,
then you are likely to obtain it as a presentation via theSeifert–van Kampen
Theorem.

A word on a setA = {a1, . . . , an} of symbols (analphabet) is a finite string
of the symbols, possibly including repetitions. The setA±1 is the union
of A with the setA−1 =

{
a1
−1, . . . , an

−1
}

of correspondinginverse symbols;
an associatedinverse mapcarriesai 7→ ai

−1 andai
−1 7→ ai, and extends

to words onA±1 by x1 · · · xk 7→ xk
−1 · · · x1

−1. A cyclic permutation of a
word x1 · · · xi xi+1 · · · xk is a wordxi+1 · · · xkx1 · · · xi. The lengthof the word
x1 · · · xk is k.

A (finite) presentationfor a groupΓmay be denoted〈A | R〉 or

〈a1, . . . , an | r1, . . . , rm〉,

whereA = {a1, . . . , an} is a set of symbols known as thegeneratorsand
R= {r1, . . . , rm} is a set of words onA±1 which we calldefining relations(or
relators). A further convenient way to write a presentation is

〈a1, . . . , an | u1 = v1, . . . , um = vm〉,

which denotes
〈a1, . . . , an | u1v1

−1, . . . , umvm
−1〉.

Elements ofΓ are represented by words onA±1. The defining relations
tell us when wordsw andw′ represent the same group element: specifically,
whenw′ can be obtained fromw by a finite sequence of the following moves
—

(i) free reduction: remove a substringaiai
−1 or ai

−1ai from within a
word;

(ii) free expansion: insert a substringaiai
−1 or ai

−1ai into a word;
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(iii) apply a defining relation: replace a substringu in a word with a
new substringv such thatuv−1 or vu−1 is a cyclic permutation of
one of the words inR.

A null–sequencefor a wordw is such a sequence that transformsw to the
empty word.

The group operation is concatenation: the product of the group elements
represented by the wordsu andv is the group element represented byuv.

Due diligence requires that we now verify that what we have defined re-
ally is a group. The reader can check that concatenation of words gives a
well–defined operation. The empty word (the word with no symbols) rep-
resents the identity, as do each of the defining relations and, more generally,
all words that admit null–sequences. The inverse of a group element rep-
resented by a wordu is represented by the wordu−1. Associativity of the
group operation follows from the associativity of the operation of concate-
nating words.

In the special case whereR is empty, the group is thefree group F(A).
However, note that in Magalit and Clay’s chapters, elementsof F(A) are
reducedwords — that is, words that do not allow any free reductions —
whereas for us elements ofF(A) are equivalence classes of words.

Example 2.1.The cyclic group of orderm is presented by〈a | am〉.

Example 2.2.Z × Z is presented by〈a, b | a−1b−1ab〉. Here is an example
of a null–sequence with respect to this presentation:

ba2ba−2b−2 → ba2a−1ba−1b−2 → baba−1b−2 → bb−1 → empty word.

First a substringba−1 is replaced by ana−1b by applying the defining rela-
tion (asba−1(a−1b)−1 = ba−1b−1a is a cyclic permutation ofa−1b−1ab), then
there is a free reduction, then a substringaba−1b−1 (also a cyclic permuta-
tion of a−1b−1ab) is replaced by the empty word, and then there is a final
free reduction.

Example 2.3. 〈 a, b, c | a−1b−1ab= c, ac = ca, bc = cb〉 presentsH3, the
three–dimensional integral Heisenberg group, which is themultiplicative
group of three–by–three matrices of the form


1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1

 ,

wherex, y, z ∈ Z. The matrices


1 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 ,


1 0 0
0 1 1
0 0 1

 ,


1 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 1



correspond toa, b, c, respectively.
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Exercise 2.4.Find null–sequences fora−2b−1ab2ab−1 anda−4b−2a2b4a2b−2

with respect to the presentation forH3 in Example2.3.

Exercise 2.5.This exercise establishes an alternative way of viewing the
groupΓ defined by a presentation〈A | R〉. Let F(A) denote the free group
on the alphabetA and〈〈R〉〉 denote the smallest normal subgroup ofF(A)
containing all the elements represented by the words inR. Show that

1→ 〈〈R〉〉 → F(A)→ Γ→ 1,

with the maps defined in the natural way, is a short exact sequence — in
other words, the image of each map in the sequence is the kernel of the
next. SoΓ � F(A)/〈〈R〉〉.

Exercise 2.6.The previous exercise implies that the wordsw representing
the identity inΓ are precisely those that are equal inF(A) to products

(
u1
−1r j1

ǫ1u1

)
· · ·

(
uN
−1r jN

ǫNuN

)

of conjugates of defining relations or their inverses — that is, eachui is a
word onA±1, eachr ji is in R, and eachǫi is ±1. Show the minimal suchN
for a givenw is equal to the minimalN such that there is a null–sequence
for w includingN application–of–a–relator moves.

2.2. The Dehn function and the Word Problem. It would seem that a
minimum standard for being able to work with a group given by afinite pre-
sentation is that we should be able to tell whether or not two words represent
the same group element, or equivalently whether or not a wordrepresents
the identity. This is the known as theWord Problemfor the presentation.
It is the first of three problems singled out by Max Dehn in providential
writings about a hundred years ago — see [17], which is included in the
collection [18] of Stillwell’s translations of Dehn’s papers.

Well, a word represents the identity when it can be convertedto the empty
word via a finite sequence of free reductions, free expansions, and applica-
tions of defining relations. So counting how many moves this takes gives
a natural measure of how hard it is to work with the presentation. This is
what the Dehn function does.

To be precise, theDehn functionN → N mapsn to the minimal number
N such that ifw is a word of length at mostn that represents the identity,
then there is a null–sequence forw involving at mostN applications–of–
defining–relations moves. There are only finitely many wordsof length at
mostn since the alphabetA is finite, and soN is well–defined.

(This is essentially how Madlener and Otto introduced the Dehn function,
under the namederivational complexity, in [30] around the same time as
Gromov, in a manuscript which became [27], defined an equivalent geomet-
ric invariant in the manner we will discuss in Section3. The nameDehn
functionwas coined by Gersten in [21].)
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Remark 2.7. That we only count applications of defining relations here,
rather than all the moves, is just a technicality that allowsfor the cleanest
possible statement of Lemma2.16below; if we counted all the moves we
would get an equivalent function in the sense defined in Section 3.1. This
is because if there is a null–sequence forw that usesN applications–of–
defining–relations moves, then there is one that usesN applications–of–
defining–relations moves and at mostkN+ ℓ(w) free–reduction moves (and
no free–expansion moves), whereℓ(w) denotes the length ofw andk is the
length of the longest word inR. (This follows from Lemma2.16below and
its proof.)

2.3. Some calculations of Dehn functions.

Proposition 2.8. The Dehn function f(n) of the presentation〈a | am〉 of the
cyclic group of order m is the greatest integer less than or equal to n/m.

Here is a proof. A word on
{
a, a−1

}
represents the identity in〈a | am〉 when

it can be converted toarm for somer ∈ Z by free reductions. Doing so only
shortens the word and costs nothing as far as Dehn function isconcerned.
Then,|r | applications of the defining relation reduce the word to the empty
word by deletinga±m substrings. Sof (n) ≤ n/m. Consideration of the
effect of free reductions, free expansions and applications ofthe one defin-
ing relator on the sum of the exponents of the letters in a wordleads to the
lower bound. Free reductions and free expansions leave it unchanged and
applyingam = 1 changes it by at mostm. So it is not possible to reducearm

to the empty word using fewer than|r | applications of the defining relation.

Exercise 2.9.Show that the Dehn function of a finite presentation of a finite
group is always bounded above byCn for some constantC.

Exercise 2.10.Compute the Dehn function exactly for some finite presen-
tations of finite groups.

Proposition 2.11.The Dehn function f(n) of the presentation〈a, b | a−1b−1ab〉
ofZ×Z grows quadratically. More precisely,(n−3)2 ≤ 16f (n) ≤ n2 for all
n.

For the upper bound, supposew is a word on{a, b}±1 which has lengthn and
represents the identity. Then the number ofapresent inw equals the number
of a−1 and the number ofb present equals the number ofb−1. The defining
relationa−1b−1ab = 1 can be re–expressed asab = ba or ab−1 = b−1a or
a−1b = ba−1 or a−1b−1 = b−1a−1, and so can be used to shuffle ana±1 past a
b±1. So if we collect thea±1 together by shuffling them past the past theb±1

and then freely reduce we will reach the empty word. There areat mostn
of each, and sof (n) ≤ n2.

Exercise 2.12.Sharpen these estimates in the above paragraph to getf (n) ≤
n2/16.
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Before we address the lower bound, here are two exercises concerning upper
bounds for Dehn function obtainable by the approach we used for Z × Z.

Exercise 2.13.Show that for your favorite presentation of any finitely gen-
erated abelian group, the Dehn function is at most a constanttimesn2.

Exercise 2.14.Use the fact that each element ofH3 can be expressed in a
unique way as a word of the formapbqcr for some integersp, q and r to
show that the Dehn functionf (n) of the presentation

〈 a, b, c | a−1b−1ab= c, ac= ca, bc= cb〉

ofH3 satisfiesf (n) ≤ Cn3 for all n and a suitable constantC. (In fact, f (n)
also admits a cubic lower bound — see [3].)

The lower bound in Proposition2.11 comes from the fact that the word
wk := a−kb−kakbk has length 4k and represents the identity inZ × Z, but any
null–sequence carrying it to the empty word requires at least k2 applications
of the defining relationa−1b−1ab. A direct proof in terms of null–sequences
would be cumbersome and unenlightening. A more natural proof can be
given using geometric techniques we will see in Section6.1. Here is a
somewhat surprising alternative approach (which the reader could skip as
we will not need it later). I believe it originates in [3].

As per Exercise2.6, supposeui are words on{a, b}±1 andǫi = ±1 so that

Wk =
(
u1
−1(a−1b−1ab)

ǫ1u1

)
· · ·

(
uN
−1(a−1b−1ab)

ǫNuN

)
,

equalswk in F(a, b) andN is the minimum number of times the defining re-
lation has to be applied to reducewk to the empty word in〈a, b | a−1b−1ab〉.
Then inH3 the wordWk represents the same element as

(
u1
−1cǫ1u1

)
· · ·

(
uN
−1cǫNuN

)
,

and so also ascǫ1 · · · cǫN , sincec commutes witha andb. But a calculation
using the matrix representation ofH3 given in Example2.3 shows thatwk

andck2
represent the same element inH3, and thatc has infinite order in

H3. SoN ≥ k2.

Exercise 2.15.Formulate and prove an analogue of Proposition2.11for the
presentation〈a, b, c | abc= 1, b = ac〉 for Z × Z.

2.4. Puzzles kits are presentations.The beginnings of how to reconcile
the definition of Dehn function in terms of null–sequences with that given
in terms of puzzles may be evident. A finite presentation corresponds to
a puzzle set. The colours of the rods and the edges of the puzzle pieces
correspond to the generating setA. Each puzzle piece corresponds to a
defining relationr ∈ R: following the boundary of the piece either clock-
wise or anti-clockwise from some starting point, one readsr on translating
the colours to generators and understanding that travel against the direction
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of an edge should mean an inverse letter. For exampleH3, as presented in
Example2.3, corresponds to the puzzle kit of Figure1.

We claim that for a wordw, the problem of finding a sequence of free reduc-
tions, free expansions, and applications of defining relations that carries it
to the empty word, is equivalent to solving the puzzle where,on translating
colours to generators and taking into account the directions, starting from
some vertex∗ one readsw around the initial circle of rods. This is because
null–sequences relate to solutions of puzzles, as we will explain.

Here is how to obtain a sequence of free reductions and applications of
defining relations carryingw to the empty word from a solution to the cor-
responding puzzle. Disassemble the completed puzzle, rod–by–rod and
piece–by–piece in any way using the following moves until all that remains
is the vertex∗:

(i) remove any pair of rods which form a spike coming out of thepuz-
zle — that is, run side–by–side and only meet the rest of the puzzle
at only one end;

(ii) remove any piece which abuts the boundary circle the puzzle, and
then reconfigure the boundary circle so as to close up the resulting
hole.

An example of such a disassembly of a completed puzzle is shown in Fig-
ure4.

∗

∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗

∗∗

Figure 4. A disassembly of a completed puzzle.

Evidently, the word corresponding to the circuit of rods around the perime-
ter changes by a free reduction in the first type of move and by an application-
of-a-relator in the second, and the number of application-of-a-relator moves
is equal to the area of the puzzle. In the example of the disassembly in
Figure 4, the corresponding null–sequence (reading around the diagrams
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anticlockwise from∗) is

c2baa−1bc−2b−2 → c2baa−1c−1bc−1b−2 → c2baa−1c−1bb−1c−1b−1

→ c2bc−1bb−1c−1b−1 → cb2b−1c−1b−1 → cbc−1b−1

→ bb−1 → empty word.

The natural way to look to translate from a null–sequence forw to a solution
for the corresponding puzzle, is to reverse the procedure: place successive
pieces and rods on the table top as dictated by the null–sequence until a
solution to the puzzle has been assembled. This is workable and the agree-
ment between the number of puzzle pieces and the number of applications-
of-defining-relators becomes evident, but there is a technical problem. It
may be that the puzzle cannot be kept in the table–top when assembled in
this manner — that is, planarity may break down. (When this problem oc-
curs, in some sense the null-sequence must have been inefficient, and so the
difficultly can be avoided byimprovingthe null-sequence.)

Seen in this group theoretic light, a completed puzzle is known as avan Kam-
pen diagramfor w. Modulo the difficulty mentioned above, we have estab-
lished the following lemma which is closely related (via Exercise2.6) to
a foundational lemma of van Kampen from [44]. (A proof of this lemma
which deals carefully with the planarity issue can be found in [10].)

Lemma 2.16. In a finite presentation for a group, the words that repre-
sent the identity are precisely those that correspond to puzzles which admit
solutions. Moreover, the Dehn function defined in terms of puzzles agrees
exactly with the Dehn function defined in terms of null–sequences.

The reader may like to revisit Exercise2.4 in the light of this lemma. The
two words in that exercise correspond to Puzzles 5 and 7 of Figure2.

2.5. Solving the Word Problem. Our next result, found for example in
Gersten’s survey [23], gives a direct connection between the Dehn function
of a finite presentation and solving its Word Problem. When wediscuss
algorithms in what follows, you can think of programs written in any rea-
sonable (pseudo–)programming language, running on any computer you
like. But to be formal and precise, we mean an idealized computing device
known as aTuring machine. A functiong : N→ N is recursivewhen there
is an algorithm which on inputn, outputsg(n). There are functionsN→ N
which are not recursive. Indeed, there are finite presentations for which
there is no algorithm to decide the Word Problem — we will revisit this in
Section6.4.

Proposition 2.17. For a finite presentation〈A | R〉 of a group with Dehn
function f : N→ N, the following are equivalent.
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(i) There is an algorithm which, on input a word on A±1, will declare
whether or not that word represents the identity.

(ii) There is a recursive function g: N → N such that f(n) ≤ g(n) for
all n.

(iii) f itself is a recursive function.

Here is most of a proof. Given an upper boundg(n) on the Dehn function, it
is always possible to reduce a word of lengthw that represents the identity
to the empty word using a null–sequence with at mostg(n) + kg(n) + n
moves — see Remark2.7. So if g(n) is recursive, we can test whether a
word of lengthn represents the identity by trying all null–sequences that use
at most that number of moves. If, on the other hand, we have an algorithm
which solves the word problem, then we can calculatef (n) by the following
arduous procedure. First list all words onA±1 of length at mostn; discard
from the list all that fail to represent the identity; and then, for each word
w that remains, calculate the minimal number of application–of–a–relator
moves necessary to reducew to the empty word (or the minimal number of
pieces in a solution to the puzzle corresponding tow).

Exercise 2.18.Complete this proof by explaining how to do the final step.

2.6. How hard is the Word Problem really? To be honest, the Dehn func-
tion is not a good measure of the difficulty of the Word Problem. It is a
worst–case measure of how long a direct attack on the Word Problem by
successively applying defining relations and free reductions and expansions
will take. But that attack isnon–deterministic: in order to reduce a word to
the empty word using the shortest possible null–sequence, the right choices
need to be made about which moves to apply and where in the wordto apply
them. Making this a deterministic algorithm — that is, removing the need
to make choices — appears to cost an exponential leap in running time. It
could be done by exhaustively trying all possible sequencesof moves of a
given length (specified by the Dehn function). But this rarely seems worth
the trouble as there are usually far more efficient ways to tackle the Word
Problem as we will now see.

As a simple example, considerZ×Z presented by〈a, b | ab= ba〉, which has
a quadratically growing Dehn function (Proposition2.11). To tell whether
or not a word on{a, b}±1 represents the identity, it is enough just to add up
the exponents of thea±1 andb±1 present and check whether both are zero.

Another example is the Heisenberg groupH3 of Example2.3. Its Dehn
function grows liken 7→ n3 (see Exercise2.14). But viewingH3 as a
matrix group and calculating by multiplying matrices (using techniques like
writing the entries in binary) is an efficient means of checking whether a
word represents the identity.
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The same strategy works for〈a, s | s−1as = a2〉, whose Dehn function
grows exponentially fast as we will see in Section6.1. It can be represented

by matrices viaa 7→

(
1 1
0 1

)
ands 7→

(
1/2 0
0 1

)
.

In Sections6.2 and6.3 we will see examples of groups with even faster
growing Dehn functions. The Dehn function of Baumslag’s group

〈a, t | (t−1at)−1a(t−1at) = a2〉

grows like a tower of exponential functions, but a polynomial time solu-
tion to its Word Problem was recently found by Miasnikov, Ushakov and
Won in [32]. I believe that the Word Problems of thehydra examplesΓk

have similarly efficient solutions, despite having Dehn functions growing
like Ackermann’s fast growing functionsAk (as will be explained in Sec-
tion 6.3).

There are examples where the gap between the Dehn function and the run-
ning time of the most efficient algorithm to solve the Word Problem is sim-
ilarly large or even greater. Cohen, Madlener & Otto [16] gave examples
where the gap is liken 7→ An(n), which isnon–primitive recursive, and re-
cently Kharlampovich, Myasnikov & Sapir [34] gave examples where the
gap is at least any given recursive function. Their technique is to take algo-
rithms which are known to halt always but, on some inputs, take an amount
of time comparable to the values of these especially fast–growing functions,
andembedthem in the Word Problem (lots of work goes into making this
precise) for a suitable finite presentation of a group. This is done in such
a way that checking that certain words represent the identity by using di-
rect applications of generators and relations is similar torunning these very
slow algorithms, and so makes the Dehn function grow similarly quickly.
But this is unnecessary work as the issue of whether those words represent
the identity really only hinges on whether those slow algorithms terminate...
and they always do. Cohen gives an entertaining descriptionof the phenom-
enon with the help of a magical salmon (!) in [15].

All this is not to detract from the Dehn function. It represents a compelling
link between algebraic computation (in a suitably restricted sense) and, as
we will see in Section3, geometry.

2.7. The challenge of making demanding puzzles.Here is an informal
question of potential application to cryptography. Recallthat each puzzle
set comes with a list of suggested puzzles. Assuming they areto be chal-
lenging puzzles, we might wonder how the manufacturer can come up with
the list. Ideally, generating the list should be much easierthan solving the
puzzle.

Project 2.19. Are there finite presentations in which it is easy to generate
words that represent the identity, but hard to solve the puzzle?
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I do not mean that the puzzles necessarily involve a particularly large num-
ber of pieces, but that it is hard to describe solutions, or even provide some
extrinsic proof why a solution must exist. (Thanks to Sasha Ushakov for
conversations on this topic.)

2.8. Infinite presentations. It is possible to define groups via infinite pre-
sentations, by relaxing the definition in Section2.1to allowA or R, or both,
to be infinite. The definition of Dehn function given in Section 2.2remains
well–founded for infinite presentations, but is less compelling. The Dehn
functions of any two finite presentations of the same group grow in similar
ways, as we will discuss in Section4.2. But for infinite presentation they
can be very different; after all, if we go to the extreme of including all the
words that represent the identity in the set of defining relations, then the
Dehn function will only take values 0 or 1.

Nevertheless, see [25] for an interesting study of Dehn functions of infinite
presentations. And there are stark open problems, such as that (for which I
thank I. Kapovich) which headlines the following project:

Project 2.20. Which functions are Dehn functions of infinite presentations
of Z×Z? (It may be natural to work up tobiLipschitz equivalence, as defined
in Thomas’ chapter.) In particular:

(i) Can you getn 7→ n3? What general upper bound can you find for
Dehn functions of infinite presentations ofZ × Z?

(ii) Can you getn 7→ n1/2?
(iii) How do your investigations change if you replaceZ × Z with, for

example,Z × Z × Z?

It is possible to vary the definition of Dehn function byweightingthe defin-
ing relations: assign a strictly positive real number to each, which it con-
tributes whenever it is applied. (This is the standard Dehn function when
all the weights are 1.) The next exercise show that the weights do not sig-
nificantly change the scope of Dehn functions of finite presentations.

Exercise 2.21.Show that if f (n) is the standard Dehn function andfw(n) is
a weighted Dehn function of a finite presentation, then thereexistsC > 0
such thatf (n)/C ≤ fw(n) ≤ C f(n) for all n.

Exercise 2.22.Revisit Project2.20admitting weighted Dehn functions.

3. Isoperimetry

3.1. Ox–hide and soap film. In Virgil’s Aeneid, Dido is described as pur-
chasing land on which to found the city of Carthage. For an agreed price,
the sellers allow her all she can enclose with a single ox-hide. She duly cuts
the ox–hide into thin strips and arranges it in a semi–circular arc between
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two points on the (roughly straight) coastline, thereby claiming a far larger
parcel of land than the sellers had envisaged. In addition toskillful ox–hide
slicing, her success was based on her ability to give the optimal solution to
a form of isoperimetric problem, namely the problem of finding the arc of
a given length which, when connecting two points on a straight line in the
plane, will enclose the largest area.

In general, anisoperimetric problemconcerns determining the maximal
area, volume or the like that a shape can have when its boundary is con-
strained in some way. The Dehn function of a finitely presented groupΓ
relates to an isoperimetric problem concerning spanning loops with discs
in a suitable space. This sort of isoperimetry has a familiarphysical man-
ifestation: a wire loop lifted out of soap solution emerges spanned by an
area–minimizing surface in the form of a soap film. What can serve as this
“suitable space” is the subject of the next section.

3.2. Spaces associated to finite presentations of groups.Here are some
qualities we should look for in a space associated toΓ if we are to con-
sider the isoperimetry of spanning loops with discs. It should be simply
connected — that is, every loop should span a disc, by which wemean that
every continuous map fromS1 =

{
(x, y) ∈ R2 | x2 + y2 = 1

}
to the space

should extend to a continuous map fromD2 =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 | x2 + y2 ≤ 1

}
;

there should be reasonable notions of the lengths of paths and the areas of
discs; and it should resembleΓ in some strong sense as we shall see.

A group Γ with a finite generating setA is naturally a metric space: the
distance between group elementsg andh is the length of the shortest word
on A±1 representingg−1h. This distance function is known as theword
metric. But, as such,Γ appears a sparse cloud of points, and falls short of
our requirements. Gromov puts it colourfully in an inspiring introduction
to [27]:

This space may appear boring and uneventful to a geome-
ter’s eye since it is discrete and the traditional local (e.g.
topological and infinitesimal) machinery does not run in
Γ.

We will give two ways to flesh out this space whenΓ has a finite presentation
〈A | R〉.

The first is combinatorial. The Cayley graph (introduced in Margalit’s chap-
ter in this volume) adds some substance toΓ: the vertices are the group el-
ements and there is a directed edge labelleda from g to ga for everyg ∈ Γ
anda ∈ A. But this space also appears insufficient. It is a graph and so is not
usually simply connected and, anyway, to draw a connection with the Dehn
function, we surely need to add structure reflecting the setR of defining
relations.
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So, for everyr ∈ R, we add a family ofℓ(r)–sided polygonal faces (or discs
whenℓ(r) is 1 or 2) to the Cayley graph, whereℓ(r) denotes the length of
the wordr. For every loop that is made up of a succession of edges along
which we readr (traversing edges against their orientations, being the way
inverse letters arise), one such face is attached by gluing its boundary edge–
by–edge to the loop. The resulting space is namedK̃ and is known as the
Cayley 2–complexof 〈A | R〉. We will establish that it is simply connected
in Section3.3.

Two examples of̃K are shown in Figure5. The Cayley graph ofZ × Z with
respect to a two–element generating set{a, b} is a grid–like graph and we
get the Cayley 2–complex for〈a, b | a−1b−1ab〉 by filling in squares with
faces, with the result that̃K is a plane. On the other hand, the Cayley 2–
complex of the presentation〈a, b |〉 of the free groupF(a, b) is simply the
Cayley graph as there are no defining relations and so no faces.

=

Figure 5. Portions of the Cayley 2–complexes for the pre-
sentations〈a, b | a−1b−1ab〉 and〈a, b |〉 of Z × Z andF2.

A useful additional perspective oñK is available to those readers with some
background in algebraic topology. The reason for the notation K̃ is that it
is the universal cover of a certain finite 2–dimensional complex K, which
is illustrated in Figure6. This K hasΓ as its fundamental group and is as-
sembled as dictated by the presentation as follows. Start with a lone vertex.
Attach to that vertex, both ends of one directed edge for eachelementa ∈ A
labelling that edge bya. The result is called arose. Then for eachr ∈ R,
attach to the rose oneℓ(r)–sided face, whereℓ(r) denotes the length of the
word r, along the edge–loop around which we readr. That K has funda-
mental groupΓ is a consequence of the Seifert–van Kampen Theorem. In
one of the examples of Figure5, K is a torus, and in the other it is a rose
with two petals.

For most presentations,̃K is hard to visualize — try the example of the
presentation forH3 in Example2.3, for instance.
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Figure 6. The 2–complexK associated to a presentation.

We give K̃ a metric by taking each of its edges to have length one and
each of the faces to be a regular Euclidean polygon whose sides are all of
length one. (When we need a one–sided “polygon” use a Euclidean disc
of perimeter one, and when we need a two–sided polygon use a Euclidean
disc whose perimeter has length two and is divided into two semicircular
“edges”.) We declare the distance between two points there to be the length
of the shortest path connecting them.

The second type of space we associate to a finite presentationof a group
Γ is aRiemannian manifold̃M. A manifold is a space which on the small
scale resembles Euclidean spaceRn for somen; it is Riemannianwhen it is
endowed with a certain structure which gives rise to notionssuch as lengths
of paths, angles between paths, areas or volumes of subsets and so on.

It turns out that there is a lot of flexibility over what Riemannian manifolds
will do for our purposes. It should be simply connected and shouldcoarsely
resembleΓ. For example, forZ × Z we can takẽM to be the plane —Z × Z
andM̃ bear a coarse resemblance in thatZ× Z can be regarded as the set of
points in the plane with integer coordinates; if you squint at Z × Z it looks
like a plane.

To be more precise (and more technical — skip this paragraph if you like),
the universal cover of any compact connected Riemannian manifold M
(with no boundary) which hasΓ as its fundamental group can serve asM̃.
(For the example ofZ × Z presented by〈a, b | a−1b−1ab〉, a torus can serve
asM.) Such anM always exists whenΓ is finitely presented: in fact, we can
takeM to be the boundary of a small neighbourhood of a copy of the com-
plex K embedded inR5. The manner in whichΓ resembles this̃M stems
from the action ofΓ acts onM̃ by deck transformations. Fix a basepoint
p ∈ M̃. The mapΦ : Γ→ M̃ takingg ∈ Γ to the translateg· p of p by g, is a
quasi–isometry— a type of map whose existence captures a precise notion
of its domain and target beingcoarsely the same. Quasi–isometries are the
subject of Thomas’ chapter; we will return to them in Section4.1.
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3.3. Isoperimetry in the Cayley 2–complex.Here we will explain the
connection between the Dehn function of a finite presentation P = 〈A | R〉
for Γ and isoperimetry in the spacẽK constructed in the previous section.
We will considerM̃ in Section3.4.

The outgoing edges from any given vertex iñK are labelled in one–to–
one correspondence with the elements of the generating setA. The same
is true of the incoming edges. So wordsw on A±1 correspond one–to–one
with paths that traverse a succession of edges from any givenstarting vertex
g ∈ Γ. Moreover, sincegw andg are equal inΓ if and only if w represents
the identity —

Lemma 3.1. Words that represent the identity inΓ correspond one–to–one
with loops based at some fixed vertex that traverse a succession of edges
(edge–loops).

Supposeρ is an edge–loop iñK andw is the corresponding word. Asw
represents the identity, the associated puzzle has a solution; that is, there is a
van Kampen diagram∆ for w. View ∆ as a 2–dimensional planar complex:
the puzzle pieces being faces, and the rods and the edges of the puzzle
pieces being edges in the complex. Figures7, 10, and11 are examples
of van Kampen diagrams viewed as such complexes. The edges inthis
complex inherit orientations and labellings by generatorsfrom the rods and
from the sides of the puzzle pieces.

It is possible to regard∆ as a disc spanningρ in K̃, as we will now explain.
This “disc” may besingular in that it may have one–dimensional portions
as in Examples 2 and 3 in Figure3.

Suppose we choose a vertexv in ∆ and choose any vertexg in K̃. We will
explain that there is a unique map from all the 1–skeleton of∆ (that is,
its edges and vertices) tõK which sendsv to g and sends edges to edges
in such a way as to match up edge orientations and labels. The point is
that the image of any edge–path in∆ emanating fromv is determined by the
matching of the edge orientations and labels. We might worrythat this leads
to inconsistencies, but this concern would be unfounded. Iftwo edge–paths
p1 and p2 in ∆ emanate fromv and have a common final edge (traversed
in the same or in opposite directions), then they enclose a subcomplex of
∆ which is itself a van Kampen diagram; so the wordw′ read around its
boundary represents the identity, and thereforew′ determines an edge–loop
in K̃ starting fromg; therefore the images of the final edges ofp1 and p2

must agree. Finally, we can extend this map to the whole of∆ by sending
faces in∆ to faces inK̃ — we can do so because the words read around the
edge–paths around the faces in∆ are defining relators, and so the images of
those edge–paths encircle facesK̃. Note that the boundary circuit of∆ is
carried to an edge–loop iñK around which we readw and that this edge–
loop would beρ if we chosev andg suitably.
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As a corollary, we learn that̃K is simply connected, as promised in Sec-
tion 3.2.

In this combinatorial setting, the appropriate notion of area for∆ is the
easiest one imaginable: the number of faces it has. Our discussion has
established —

Proposition 3.2. The Dehn function of a finite presentation P, as defined
in terms of puzzles, is aminimal isoperimetric function for̃K in that it
maps n7→ N, where N is the minimal number such that any edge–loop in
K̃ of length at most n can be spanned by a combinatorial disc(that is, a
van Kampen diagram) with at most N faces.

In light of this proposition, denote the Dehn function ofP by AreaP : N →
N.

3.4. Isoperimetry in Riemannian manifolds. It has long been known that
any loop of lengthℓ in the plane can be filled with a disc of area at most
ℓ2/(4π). This bound is realized by a circle of perimeterℓ. It is no coin-
cidence that the Dehn function ofZ × Z also grows quadratically (Propo-
sition 2.11). After all, the plane bears as coarse resemblance toZ × Z. A
similar connection can be drawn between the Dehn function ofeveryfinitely
presented group and the isoperimetry of the associated Riemannian mani-
fold M̃ (of Section3.2).

By a disc in M̃ we mean the image of a continuous mapD2 → M̃. Use any
reasonable notion of area for discs iñM. (Pulling back the Lebesgue mea-
surefrom M̃ to D2 is one way to go.) Theminimal isoperimetric function
AreaM̃ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) for M̃ is defined so that AreãM(ℓ) is the infimal
real number such that every loop of length at mostℓ in M̃ can be spanned
by a disc of area at most AreaM̃(ℓ). (In fact, this infimum is a minimum...
there is a long story here known asPlateau’s Problem.)

The following theorem is generally attributed to Gromov, who is responsi-
ble for richly animating the study of finitely generated groups by drawing
on analogies and connections with Riemannian geometry. Detailed proofs
can be found in [10] and [14]. The fact that the fundamental group of a com-
pact Riemannian manifold is always finitely presentable will be implicit in
this theorem; we will not prove this here but the ideas involved are similar
to those that establish Theorem4.3; see Chapter I.8 of [11] for details.

The wordequivalentin the theorem refers to the relation≃ which is com-
monly used in geometric group theory to capture the notion offunctions
growing at the same rate. Forf , g : [0,∞) → [0,∞) we write f � g when
there existsC > 0 such thatf (ℓ) ≤ Cg(Cℓ +C) +Cℓ +C for all ℓ ≥ 0. And
f ≃ g when f � g andg � f . This relation can be expanded to encompass
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functions with domainN by extending their domain to [0,∞) so that these
functions become constant on the intervals [n, n+ 1) for all n ∈ N.

Exercise 3.3.Show that all functions which grow at most linearly fast are
equivalent. Show thatn 7→ nα andn 7→ nβ, whereα, β ≥ 1, are equivalent
if and only if α = β. Show that polynomially growing functions are not
equivalent to exponentially growing functionsn 7→ cn (wherec > 1). Show
thatn 7→ cn andn 7→ dn are equivalent for allc, d > 1.

Theorem 3.4(The Filling Theorem). Suppose M is a compact Riemannian
manifold without boundary and that P is a finite presentationfor its fun-
damental groupΓ. The minimal isoperimetric functionAreaM̃(ℓ) for M̃ is
equivalentto the Dehn functionAreaP(n) of Γ.

For an idea of how to prove the Filling Theorem let us look again at the
example ofZ × Z, presented by〈a, b | a−1b−1ab〉, with M̃ being the plane.
The infinite chessboardcomplexK̃ is itself a plane and so maps tõM in
the natural way. So, in this instance, the theorem is about comparing filling
general loops in the plane with discs to filling edge–loops inthe chessboard
pattern with chessboard squares. The key points are firsty that an arbitrary
loop in the plane can be pushed into the 1–skeleton without increasing its
length too much, secondly that the number of squares it then encloses is
comparable to the area it originally enclosed, and thirdly that an edge–loop
enclosing squares is the same thing as a van Kampen diagram.

This approach works in full generality: a disc spanning a loop in M̃ is sim-
ilar to a van Kampen diagram filling an edge–loop inK̃. To make sense of
this we have to relatẽK andM̃. We mapK̃ to M̃ beginning with its vertices,
for which we useΦ : Γ→ M̃ from Section3.2, and then we extend to the 1–
skeleton by mapping the edge between a pair of vertices inK̃ to a geodesic
(that is, a minimal length path) between their images, and then we extend to
the whole ofK̃ by mapping the interiors of faces iñK to minimal area discs
spanning the loops that are the images of their boundaries. The resulting
mapK̃ → M̃ can be used to carry edge–loops and van Kampen diagrams
into M̃, whilst retaining control on their lengths and areas. Moreover, ar-
bitrary loops or discs iñM can bepushedto edge–loops or combinatorial
discs in the image of thẽK whilst maintaining similar control.

4. A large–scale geometric invariant

4.1. Quasi–isometries.The chapter by Thomas is devoted to quasi–isometries,
so here we will be brief. Quasi–isometries are maps which carry one metric
space almost onto another with a bounded amount of stretching and tearing.
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To be precise, a mapΦ : X → Y between metric spaces is a (λ, µ)–quasi–
isometry, whereλ ≥ 1 andµ ≥ 0, when

1
λ

d(x, y) − µ ≤ d(Φ(x),Φ(y)) ≤ λd(x, y) + µ

for all x, y ∈ X, and every point ofY is within a distanceµ of the image of
Φ. Two metric spaces are quasi–isomorphic when there is a quasi–isometry
between them.

In an exercise Thomas guides you through why quasi–isometryis an equiv-
alence relation on any given set of metric spaces. And she proves that, whist
a finitely generated group can have many different finite generating sets and
so many different word metrics, all are equivalent in that the identity map
is a quasi–isometry from the group with one word metric to thesame group
with another word metric.

Exercise 4.1.Show that the mapΦ : Γ→ M̃ given at the end of Section3.2
and the inclusion mapΓ→ K̃ identifyingΓ with the set of vertices of̃K are
both quasi–isometries.

4.2. The Dehn function is a quasi–isometry invariant. We defined a
Dehn function in terms of afinite presentation fora group, rather than sim-
ply in terms of a group. But if a group has a finite presentation, then it
has many finite presentations. So the nagging question is howthe Dehn
function depends on the presentation. The relation≃ defined in Section3.4
allows us a satisfying answer.

Proposition 4.2. The Dehn functions of any two finite presentations for the
same group are equivalent in the sense of≃.

This proposition highlights the need for the “+Cn” term in the definition of
≃. Consider the presentations〈a | 〉 and〈a, b | b〉 of Z. The Dehn function of
〈a | 〉 is constantly zero since there are no defining relations. Butthe Dehn
function of 〈a, b | b〉 is n 7→ n since it takesn applications of the defining
relation to reducebn to the empty word.

In fact, the Dehn function is an invariant is a broader sense.

Theorem 4.3. If finitely generated groupsΓ1 andΓ2 are quasi–isometric
with respect to some (and so any) word metrics, andΓ1 is finitely presented,
thenΓ2 is also finitely presentable and their Dehn functions, defined with
respect to any finite presentations, are equivalent in the sense of≃.

This theorem implies Proposition4.2 (see Section4.1). It is proved by a
follow–your–nose type of argument, remembering that, as quasi–isometries
need not be continuous, it is better to examine their affect on configurations
of points than on paths or 2–cells. Here is a sketch. Considera loopρ in the
Cayley graph ofΓ2. Use a quasi–isometryΦ : Γ2→ Γ1 to carry the vertices
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on this loop into the Cayley 2–complex forΓ1. Join up the points there by
geodesics in the order they appeared onρ, to make a loop. Fill that loop with
a minimal area van Kampen diagram∆, and use aquasi–inverseΓ1→ Γ2 to
Φ to carry the vertices of∆ back toΓ2, which gives a configuration of points
which coarsely fillρ. Analyzing the distances between the vertices in this
configuration by comparing them to the distances between thecorrespond-
ing points in∆, leads to the result thatΓ2 is finitely presentable. Moreover,
the configuration can be fleshed out to give a genuine van Kampen diagram
modeled on∆ filling ρ with respect to any finite presentation forΓ2, and
that shows the Dehn functions are equivalent. See [1] or [11] for details.

Theorem4.3tells us that the Dehn function is an invariant oflarge–scaleor
coarsegeometry and so is a tool in an influential programme of Gromov
to understand discrete groups (such as groups with word metrics) up to
quasi–isometry. In fact, the Dehn function is just the first of a number of
filling functionsdiscussed by Gromov in [27] along with a variety of quasi–
isometry invariants. Filling functions record geometric features of discs or
other surfaces spanning loops in a space such as area, diameter, radius, the
lengths loops grow to in the course of null–homotopies, and so on. They
also have higher dimensional analogues, concerning (n + 1)–dimensional
balls spanningn–dimensional spheres rather than just discs (2–dimensional
balls) spanning loops (1–dimensional spheres). They can also be recast
homologicallyin terms ofcyclesboundingchains.

5. The Dehn function landscape

Hyperbolic groups, the subject of Duchin’s chapter in this volume, are those
finitely presented groups which arenegatively curved. They can be charac-
terized as the finitely presented groups whose Dehn functions grow≃ n.
They stand isolated in that if a finitely presentable group has Dehn function
not bounded below by a quadratic function, then that group ishyperbolic
[6, 11, 26, 35, 37].

Finitely generated abelian groups withZ × Z subgroups (i.e. those that
are not hyperbolic) have Dehn functions≃ n2. More generally,semi–
hyperbolicgroups, CAT(0) groups (the subject of Ruane’s chapter) and
automaticgroups have Dehn function� n2. These groups all display fea-
tures of non–positive curvature, and we might suspect that having Dehn
function� n2 might be a reasonable characterization of non–positive curva-
ture amongst finitely presentable groups. However the classof groups with
Dehn function≃ n2 is broad. It contains SLn(Z) for n ≥ 5 (and conjecturally
SL4(Z)) [46], Thompson’s groupF [28], Stallings’ group [19], and exam-
ples of nilpotent groups of all nilpotency classes [45], and none of these
could reasonably be called non–positively curved.
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In notes for a summer school in 1996 [24], Gersten wrote the following,
which has since been proved prescient as most of the examplesjust listed
were established later —

I call this a zoo, because I am unable to see any pattern
in this bestiary of groups. It would be striking if there
existed a reasonable characterization of groups with qua-
dratic Dehn functions, which was more enlightening than
saying that they have quadratic Dehn functions.

Looking beyond quadratic, we mention next that there are examples of
finitely presented groups with Dehn function≃ nα. For example, the two–
generator groups which arefree nilpotent of class c— that is, have only the
relations necessary to make them nilpotent of classc — have Dehn func-
tions≃ nc+1 [3, 27, 38].

More generally, there is much known about for whichα ≥ 1, there are
finitely presented groups with Dehn function≃ nα. The set of suchα is
countable as there are only countably many finite presentations, and, as we
have indicated, it has no values in the open interval (1, 2). But it is dense
in the interval [2,∞) — see [7, 9]; and for the interval [4,∞), remarkably
detailed information is provided in [43]: conditions on theα in terms of
whether there is a Turing Machine capable of writing out the firstn digits of
the decimal expansion ofα within a certain amount of time. Additionally,
a wide variety of other functionsf : N→ N which grow� n4 are shown in
[43] to be equivalent to Dehn functions — indeed, just about all common
such functions that have thesuper–additivityproperty, f (n + m) ≥ f (n) +
f (m) for all n,m∈ N.

We now turn to the extremes of the Dehn function landscape.

6. Fast growing Dehn functions

6.1. A group with exponential Dehn function. Establishing how a Dehn
function grows presents two difficulties. The upper bound requires consid-
eration ofall words that represent the identity. And, for the lower bound,
whilst it suffices to consider only a suitable family of wordswn whose
lengths grow≃ n, we must argue thatall van Kampen diagrams for those
wn have at least some given area. The situation is analogous to the strug-
gle to establish the (worst–case) time–complexity of some computational
problem: for an upper bound one needs to show there is an algorithm which
solves the problem within some given time onall inputs, and for the lower
bound one has to show that on some “worst” family of inputs,everyalgo-
rithm that solves the problem takes at least some given amount of time.

In this section we will show —
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Theorem 6.1.The Dehn function f(n) of 〈a, s | s−1as= a2〉 satisfies f(n) ≃
2n.

This group〈a, s | s−1as= a2〉 is often known as BS(1, 2) and is one of a fam-
ily of groups discussed in detail in Freden’s chapter.Subgroup distortionis
one of its pertinent geometric features and of those groups to come in Sec-
tions6.2 and6.3. In general,subgroup distortionconcerns how a finitely
generated subgroupH sits inside an ambient finitely generated groupG.
There are two natural word metrics on such anH: the intrinsic metricdH

coming from its own generating set and the extrinsic metricdG coming from
the generating set ofG. Givenn ∈ N, thedistortion functionsupplies the
maximal distancedH(1, h) from the identity of all elementsh ∈ H such that
dG(1, h) ≤ n. Roughly speaking, this function grows quickly whenH sits
severely scrunched up on itself insideG. It is, in a sense, a lower dimen-
sional version of Dehn function in that it concerns filling 0–spheres (that is,
pairs of points) with 1–discs (that is, paths).

Exercise 6.2.Up to ≃, the growth of the distortion function of a finitely
generated subgroup of a finitely generated group does not depend on the
finite generating sets.

Proposition 6.3. The distortion function for the subgroupZ = 〈a〉 of 〈a, s |
s−1as= a2〉 grows exponentially.

That this distortion function grows� 2n is a consequence of the doubling
effect thats has when it conjugatesa, which leads to the relationss−nasn =

a2n
. We will give some explanation for the upper bound at the end of this

section.

The large distortion translates into large Dehn function because a copy of a
van Kampen diagram fors−nasna−2n

, displaying the repeated–doubling, can
be joined to its mirror image along the side labelleda2n

, off–set by one, to
give a van Kampen diagram for

wn := as−nasna−1s−na−1sn

as illustrated below in the casen = 5. (This van Kampen diagram and those
to come in Section6.3are drawn more economically as 2–complexes rather
than as the puzzles of Section1.) Note that we had to join two mirror–image
copies because one on its own would have both area and boundary length
≃ 2n on account of the exponentially large power ofa.

This family of van Kampen diagrams has area≃ 2n. Here are two strategies
for proving the lower bound. (The same strategies can be employed to give
the lower bound for Proposition2.11.) The first uses some concepts from
algebraic topology; the second is more elementary.
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a

a

aa

s5
s5

s5s5

Figure 7. A van Kampen diagram foras−5as5a−1s−5a−1s5

with respect to〈a, s | s−1as = a2〉. All vertical edges are
labelleda and directed upwards. All horizontal edges are
labelleds; those on the left half of the diagram are oriented
to the right and those on the right half are oriented to the left.
An example of acorridor is shown in green.

The first strategy is to useGersten’s Lemma: argue that theCayley 2–
complexis contractible and therefore that amongst all van Kampen dia-
grams for a given word, a diagram∆ that is embedded in the sense of Sec-
tion 3.1 (or even just embedded on the complement of its 1–skeleton) is
of minimal area. The point is that any other van Kampen diagram ∆′ for
the same word could combine with∆ to make a 2–cycle in the Cayley 2–
complex, which is contractible and so all the faces of∆ must cancel with
faces in∆′.

Exercise 6.4.Show that the Cayley 2–complex of〈a, s | s−1as = a2〉 is
homeomorphic to the direct product of an infinite trivalent (that is, three
edges meet at each vertex) tree with a line, and so is contractible. Show that
the maps (in the sense of Section3.1) from the diagrams of Figure7 to the
Cayley 2–complex are embeddings.

The second strategy usescorridors (or bands) to understand van Kampen
diagrams. Such is the sole defining relations−1as = a2, adjoining eachs
in the boundary of a van Kampen diagram, there must be a face which has
an edge labelled bys on its far side; and that edge must adjoin another face
with same property; and so on. So there is a chain of faces, joined one–
to–the–next by edges labelleds, proceeding through the diagram forming a
corridor with the edges along its sides all labelled bya±1. This corridor must
terminate at some other edge labelleds elsewhere on the boundary of the
diagram. Corridors therefore pair–off edges labelled bys in the boundary.
The four green faces in Figure7 comprise an example of a corridor.

Corridors cannot cross themselves or each other. So corridors muststack up
in any van Kampen diagram forwn and it can be deduced that the exponent
sums of the words ona±1 along their sides grow exponentially through this
stack. In the example of Figure7, they run vertically through the diagram,
and grow exponentially in length towards the centre of the diagram. So one
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corridor must include� 2n faces. (A complication in the way of making
this argument precise is that corridors that form rings instead of emerging
on the boundary are possible. But suchannuli are, in a sense redundant,
and do not appear in diagrams of minimal area.)

To complete a proof of Theorem6.1, we need the exponential upper bound.
Corridors are useful here also. Suppose we have a wordw representing the
identity, and∆ is a van Kampen diagram forw. If w contains any letters
s±1, then since all such letters are paired off by corridors in∆ and no two
corridors cross, there must be a subwords±1us∓1 of w such thatu is a word
on

{
a, a−1

}
and thes±1 in this subword is joined to thes∓1 by a corridor. It

follows that there is a null-sequence forw which begins by replacings±1us∓1

with a wordak where|k| is either half or twice the sum of the exponent of the
letters inu, and uses at most|k| applications–of–a–relator moves in doing
so. (We have just proved and employedBritton’s Lemma.) Repeat until all
s±1 have been paired off and removed, and then freely reduce the resulting
word on

{
a, a−1

}
to the empty word. Summing the applications–of–a–relator

moves we use along the way gives our exponential upper bound.The same
approach leads to a proof of the exponential upper bound on the distortion
function for〈a〉 in 〈a, s | s−1as= a2〉.

6.2. Iterated distortion and Baumslag’s one–relator group. Rename the
example from Section6.1as〈a, s1 | s1

−1as1 = a2〉 and consider embellish-
ing it by distorting〈s1〉 by introducing a new letters2 acting on〈s1〉 via
s2
−1s1s2 = s1

2. The distortion function forZ = 〈a〉 inside the resulting
group

〈a, s1, s2 | s1
−1as1 = a2, s2

−1s1s2 = s1
2〉

grows� exp(2), since

(s2
−ns1s2

n)−1a(s2
−ns1s2

n) = s1
−2n

as1
2n
= a22n

.

(We write exp(l) for the l–fold iterate of the exponential function.)

Iterating, we find the distortion function forZ = 〈a〉 inside

〈a, s1, · · · , sl | s1
−1as1 = a2, si+1

−1si si+1 = si
2 (i > 1)〉

grows� exp(l). (In fact it grows≃ exp(l). We will not explain how the upper
bound on distortion is proved, suffice to say the ideas in Section6.1can be
employed.)

A schematic of a van Kampen diagram illustrating the calculation that leads
to the 3–fold iterated exponential distortion is shown in Figure8.

Exercise 6.5.Draw van Kampen diagrams for

(s2
−1s1s2)

−1a−1(s2
−1s1s2)a

−1(s2
−1s1s2)

−1a(s2
−1s1s2)a

and
(s2
−2s1s2

2)−1a−1(s2
−2s1s2

2)a−1(s2
−2s1s2

2)−1a(s2
−2s1s2

2)a
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in 〈a, s1, s2 | s1
−1as1 = a2, s2

−1s1s2 = s1
2〉.

s1 s1
s1

22ns1
22n

s2

s2s2

s2

s2
2n

s2
2ns2

2n

s2
2n

s3
n

s3
n

s3
n

s3
n s3

n

s3
n

s3
n

s3
n

a

a222n

Figure 8. Three–fold iterated exponential distortion in
〈a, s1, s2, s3 | s1

−1as1 = a2, s2
−1s1s2 = s1

2, s3
−1s2s3 = s2

2〉.

Like the example in Section6.1, a copy of such a diagram can be glued to
its mirror image along the side labelled by the huge power ofa and offset
by one, and the result is a family of diagrams with perimeter≃ n and area
≃ exp(l)(n). This is the beginnings of a proof (along the same lines as that
in Section6.1) that —

Theorem 6.6.The Dehn function of

〈a, s1, · · · , sl | s1
−1as1 = a2, si+1

−1si si+1 = si
2 (i > 1)〉

grows≃ exp(l).

This family of groups has a limit (loosely speaking) — a one–relator group

〈a, t | (t−1at)−1a(t−1at) = a2〉

due to Baumslag [2]. Introducing s as shorthand fort−1at, we can re–
express this presentation as:

〈a, s, t | s−1as= a2, s= t−1at〉,

and we see that conjugation bys again has a doubling effect ona, and t
conjugatesa to s. This leads to a feedback effect whereby we get huge
distortion ofZ = 〈a〉 on account of diagrams of the form shown schemat-
ically in Figure9. If the portion of the perimeter of this diagram that ex-
cludes the huge power ofa is to have lengthn, then the tree dual to the
picture must have depth≃ ⌊log2 n⌋ and this suggests the distortion grows
like n 7→ exp(⌊log2 n⌋)(1), as is indeed the case. This is proved by Platonov in
[39], building on work of Gersten [22] and Bernasconi [4], en route to —

Theorem 6.7.The Dehn function of

〈a, t | (t−1at)−1a(t−1at) = a2〉

is equivalent to the function n7→ exp(⌊log2 n⌋)(1).
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Figure 9. Distortion in Baumslag’s group〈a, s, t | s−1as =
a2, s= t−1at〉.

Again diagrams with huge area can be obtained by joining two copies of
the distortion diagrams along the large power ofa, offset by 1.

Exercise 6.8.Draw detailed van Kampen diagrans in the manner of Fig-
ure9 with the power ofa along the horizontal path at the bottom being 2,
22, 222

, etc.

Exercise 6.9.What is the length of a shortest word equallinga100 in 〈a, s, t |
s−1as= a2, s= t−1at〉? What abouta1000?

6.3. Hydra groups. Hydra groups were devised by Will Dison and the
author. Drawing inspiration from the legend of Hercules’ fight with the
Lernaean hydra, we defined ahydra to be apositiveword (that means no
inverse letters are allowed) on the infinite alphabeta1, a2,.... Hercules fights
this hydra by striking off its first letter. It then regenerates according to
the rule that each remainingai, where i > 1, becomesaiai−1 (and each
remaininga1 remains as it is). This process — removal of the first letter
and then growth — repeats, with Hercules victorious when (not if !) the
hydra is reduced to the empty word.

Here is an example in which Hercules defeatsa2a3a1 in five strikes:

a2a3a1 → a3a2a1 → a2a1a1 → a1a1 → a1 → empty word.

Exercise 6.10.Prove that Hercules always wins.

Strikingly, battles are of enormous duration, even againstsimple short hy-
dra. DefineH(w) to be the number of strikes it takes Hercules to defeat the
hydraw, and for integersk ≥ 1, n ≥ 0, defineHk(n) := H(ak

n).

Exercise 6.11.Show thatH1(n) = n andH2(n) = 2n − 1.

Exercise 6.12.Give a formula forH3(n+ 1) in terms ofH3(n).

Exercise 6.13.For what values ofn can you calculateH4(n)?
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Dison and the author showed [20] that these functionsHk are a variation
on Ackermann’s famous fast–growing functionsAk : N → N which are
defined for integersk, n ≥ 0 by:

A1(n) = 2n

Ak+1(n) = A(n)
k (1).

So, in particular,A1(n) = 2n, A2(n) = 2n andA3(n) = exp(n)
2 (1), where exp(n)

2
denotes then–fold iterate ofn 7→ 2n. Fork ≥ 1, it turns out thatHk ≃ Ak.

The source of the extreme fast growth of Ackermann’s function is the re-
cursion inherent in their definition. Such recursion is apparent in the battle
with the hydra in that ifuak is a hydra that happens to end in the letterak,
then in the timeH(u) it takes to killu, there appearH(u) lettersak−1 (and
many other letters besides) after the finalak which then have to be disposed
of. So the time it takes to complete that initial task determines the size of
the remaining challenge.

DefineGk to be the group presented by

〈 a1, . . . , ak, t | t−1a1t = a1, t−1ait = aiai−1 (∀i > 1) 〉

and Hk to be the subgroup〈a1t, . . . , akt〉. The regeneration rules for the
hydra are apparent in the defining relations for this presentation. TheseGk

are well behaved and straight–forward in a number of respects [20] — they
are free–by–cyclic, CAT(0), biautomatic, and they can be presented with
only one defining relation. AndHk is a rank–k free subgroup. None–the–
less:

Theorem 6.14([20]). The distortion function of Hk in Gk grows≃ Ak.

For an idea of why the distortion function grows so fast, consider this ques-
tion: for what r (if any) is ak

ntr ∈ Hk? This is where the battle with the
hydra comes in. To see how, look at the case wherek = 2 andn = 4, for
example. One can try to converta2

4 to a word ona1t anda2t times a power
of t by introducing att−1 to pair the first letter witht, and then carrying
the accompanyingt−1 to the end of the word by conjugating through the
intervening letters; then pair off the nextai likewise, and repeat:

a2
4 = a2t t−1a2

3t t−1

= a2t a2a1a2a1a2a1 t−1

= a2t a2t t−1a1a2a1a2a1t t−2

= a2t a2t a1a2a1a1a2a1a1 t−2

...

The hydra battle

a2a2a2a2 → a2a1a2a1a2a1 → a1a2a1a1a2a1a1 → · · ·

plays out within this calculation. Pairing off the first letter with at corre-
sponds to the removal of the first letter of a hydra and conjugating a t−1
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through to the right–hand end corresponds to regeneration.So, as Hercules
wins afterH(a2

4) = 15 steps, it eventually arrives at a word ona1t anda2t
timest−15. This calculation, run to its conclusion, gives rise to the van Kam-
pen diagram in Figure10. There is nothing special about the examplek = 2
andn = 4 here. So, as we know Hercules triumphs inH(ak

n) = Hk(n)
steps, we have the answerr = Hk(n) to our question.

t
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t
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t
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t

t
t

t
t
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t

t

ttttttttttttttt
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a2

a2

a2

a2

a2

a2

a2

a1

a1

a1

a1

a1

a1

a1

a1

a1

a1

a1

Figure 10. A van Kampen diagram showing thata2
4t15

equals a word ona1t and a2t in 〈a1, a2, t | t−1a2t =
a2a1, t−1a1t = a1〉. Labels on the interior edges are not
shown; those on the horizontal edges are allt, and those on
the vertical edges areaa1 anda2 — which are which should
be apparent from the defining relations.

The diagram in Figure10 can be paired with its mirror image, with three
corridorsof 2–cells arranged between them to give a van Kampen diagram
that demonstrates the equality inG2 of a2

5ta1a2
−5 and a reduced word on

a1t anda2t of length 2H2(4)+ 3. (Two copies of this diagram are shown in
blue within the van Kampen diagram in Figure11.) Similar diagrams can
be constructed for all battles between Hercules and the hydra ak

n, thereby
showing that for alln andk, there are words on{a1, . . . , ak, t}

±1 of length
2n+3 which represent the same elements inGk as certain reduced words on
{a1t, . . . , akt}

±1 of length 2H2(n) + 3. Given thatHk ≃ Ak, this establishes
the lower bound of Theorem6.14. See [20] for more details and a proof of
the upper bound.

Now, Gk does not have a large Dehn function — it is a CAT(0) group and
so has Dehn function� n2. Distortion does not always lead to large Dehn
function. (Even groups with heavily distortedZ subgroups can have small
Dehn functions. For example, SL5(Z) has exponentially distortedZ sub-
groups (see, for example, [29]) and Dehn function≃ n2 [46].)
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a2
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a2a2

a1
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Figure 11. A van Kampen diagram for a word in〈G2, p |
[H2, p]〉, illustrating how heavy distortion ofH2 in G2 leads
to a large Dehn function. It is assembled from a pair of
mirror–image copies of diagrams that arise due to this dis-
tortion; they are separated by a corridor of faces (shown in
yellow) which connects the two boundary edges labelledp.

But there are standard methods for translating groups with heavily distorted
subgroups to groups with large Dehn function — see Chapter III.Γ in [11]
for a general discussion. We defineΓk to be the HNN–extension ofGk which
is presented by〈Gk, p | [Hk, p]〉— shorthand for the presentation obtained
from our presentation ofGk by adding a new generatorp and new defining
relationsp ait = ait p for eachi, so thatp commutes with all elements of
Hk.

Theorem 6.15.Γk presented by〈Gk, p | [Hk, p]〉 has Dehn function≃ Ak.

The diagram in Figure11indicates how to get the lower bound.Anyvan Kam-
pen diagram with the same boundary must have a corridor of cells connect-
ing one of the edges labelledp to the another, sinceponly occurs in defining
relations of the formp ait = ait p. (This corridor is shown in yellow in Fig-
ure11.) Along the sides of this corridor we read words on{a1t, . . . , akt}

±1

which are necessarily equal to words on{a1, . . . , ak, t}
±1 that we read around

part of the boundary of the diagram since killingp mapsΓk→→Gk. But as
the distortion ofHk in Gk is � Ak, the length of the corridor (as a function
of the length of the boundary circuit of the diagram) must be� Ak.
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6.4. Groups with undecidable word problem. One of the great achieve-
ments in twentieth century mathematics was the construction by Boone [5],
Britton [12, 13] and Novikov [33] of finitely presented groups for which
there can be no algorithm to solve the Word Problem. There is amodern
account in [41].

The foundational non–computability result is Turing’s proof that there is
no algorithm for theHalting Problem: that is, no algorithm which will
input a programp together with an inputi for that program, and will de-
clare whether or notp eventually halts on inputi. This can be proved by a
Cantor–type diagonal argument; the existence of functionsN → N which
are not recursive immediately follows. Markoff [31] and Post [40] indepen-
dently showed that there is no algorithm which solves the Word Problem for
finitely presentedsemi–groups. Roughly speaking, the point is that there is
a strong analogy between the instructions of a Turing Machine and a finite
presentation for a semi–group. Moreover, the play–out of a calculation on
the tape of a Turing Machine resembles the manipulation of words in the
generators of a semi–group using its defining relations. Theidea for groups
is the same, but there the result is much harder since the analogy is far more
tenuous.

By Proposition2.17, the Dehn function of a finitely presented group with
unsolvable Word Problem is not bounded above by any recursive function.
These are therefore examples for which, in this sense, the Dehn function
must grow exceptionally quickly. However, there are surprising subtleties
here. Recently, Olshanskii [36] constructed an example of a finitely pre-
sented group for which there is no algorithm to solve the WordProblem,
but on an infinite subset ofN its Dehn function is bounded above by a qua-
dratic function.

7. Further reading

A natural next step after this introduction is Bridson’s survey [10], which
provides careful proofs of a number of the results discussedhere including
the Filling Theorem and van Kampen’s Lemma, explains other techniques
for establishing Dehn functions, and draws a variety of connections with
other topics.

My article in [8] on filling functionsexplores the interconnections between
and applications of a variety of quasi–isometry invariants, including Dehn
functions, that concern the geometry of van Kampen diagrams. The notes
by N. Brady and by Short in the same volume respectively address Dehn
functions in the context of non–positive curvature and techniques for un-
derstanding groups and van Kampen diagrams such assmall–cancellation
theory.
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The book [11] by Bridson and Haefliger is a key resource for many topics in
geometric group theory including Dehn functions, especially in the context
of non–positive curvature.

Gromov instigated and inspired much of the explosion of workover the
last thirty years on the geometry of discrete groups. Indeed, a substantial
proportion of that research can be viewed as exegesis of his book [27].

Gersten’s survey [23] on isoperimetric functions and their analogues, iso-
diametric functions, which concern the diameters of discs rather than their
areas, published in a companion volume of the same conference proceed-
ings as Gromov’s book, has also been influential and is where the termDehn
functionwas coined. It remains well worth reading. Also, Gersten’s 1996
summer school notes [24] are readily accessible and include discussion of
Dehn functions of hyperbolic and automatic groups.

Sapir’s [42] is a recent and wide–ranging survey which covers many areas
of current research on Dehn function and related topics.
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